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of organic beings here may be felt through the whole circle
of animate existence in all worlds? That is a narrow view
of God's work, which isolates the organic races on this globe
from the rest of the universe. The more philosophical view
throws the golden chain of influence around the whole animal
creation, whether small or great, near or remote.

Reverting to the reasoning which we employed in tracing
out the extent of mechanical reaction, we shall see that or

ganic reaction may extend not only to other worlds, but also
into eternity. For if the matter of the universe is to survive
the conflagration of the last day, the future economy of life
must have some connection with the present, whether this
earth or some other part of the universe be the theatre of its

development.
I speak here not of moral influences, which we know will

pass over from time into eternity, but of a physical reaction,
which may also reach beyond the same gulf. For at least a

part of those creatures, who in this world have felt the modi

fying power of other beings, will survive the world's final

catastrophe, and occupy material, though spiritual bodies,
whose germ is represented as derived from their bodies on
earth. We have reason, then, to suppose some connection
and modifying influence between them. And we might show,

also, that moral causes, which so affect the physical character
here, may exert a like power in eternity. But time will not

permit the argument to be followed out.
The conclusion, then, from this argument, also, is, that pro..

bably every action of ours on earth modifies the condition and

destiny of every other created being in this and other worlds

through time and eternity. What though human experience,

dependent on the bluntness of mortal sensibilities, cannot
demonstrate such an influence? Shall the gross perceptions
of this disordered world be made the standard of all that
exists? Rather let us listen to the suggestions of science,
which tell us of the possibility of senses far more acute in
other worlds, and in a future state of being; senses that can
trace out and feel the vibrations of the delicate web of organic
influence that binds together the great and the small, the past,
the present, and the future throughout the universe.

My seventh argument in support of the general princij1
depends upon mental reaction.
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